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A brief overview of the Freelancer industry and Gig
Economy including a review of a few freelancing platforms.
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Freelancer & Gig Economy Report
Definition and Explanation
The Cambridge English Dictionary describes freelancing as “doing particular pieces of work for
different organizations, rather than working all the time for a single organization” (Cambridge
Dictionary, 2018). A freelancer is a person who is often self-employed and not as committed to an
organisation as an employee.
According to Investopedia, the gig economy is a sector of the economy where flexible jobs are
commonplace and companies opt to use independent contractors and freelancers instead of fulltime employees (Investopedia, 2018). The gig economy stands in contrast to the traditional economy
where people are directly employed fulltime, rarely change positions and focus on their lifetime
career.
We live in a time where more and more people value flexibility, being able to set their own hours
and the ability manage their own activities over stable employment. For others participating in the
gig economy is more about finding any kind of job to earn a living instead of actually having a
preference for flexible work.
Either way the gig economy is here and it’s growing. According to a recent survey, 1 in 3 workers in
the United States (US) is a freelancer in some form (Betterment, 2018). If the current rate of growth
in the freelancing workforce continues, the majority of the US workforce will be freelancers by 2027
(Upwork, Freelancers Union, 2017). Younger generations are mostly responsible for the rise in
freelancing, 47% of millennials freelance which is more than any other generation (Upwork,
Freelancers Union, 2017).
Reasons why people choose to Freelance
The reasons why people choose to freelance are many and complex. The main reasons cited are
increased freedom and flexibility (mostly valued by fulltime freelancers) and the need to make extra
money (mostly valued by part-time freelancers) (Upwork, Freelancers Union, 2017).
In the past, people used freelancing as a casual stop over to earn an income when between jobs or
were forced to become a freelancer as they could not find a suitable full time job, essentially they
were freelancing out of necessity. In recent years more people are becoming a freelancers by choice
and not because of necessity. A 2017 survey of US freelancers found that 63% were freelancers by
choice, with half of those surveyed saying they wouldn’t take a traditional job no matter how much
they were offered (Upwork, Freelancers Union, 2017).
The Internet and Technology as a Driver of Freelancing
Internet enabled technology is a leading enabler of the freelancer economy, aiding its growth. On
the one side the supply of computing devices like smartphones, tablet and laptops on which to carry
out work have gotten a lot more affordable on the other side telecommunications infrastructure and
WiFi networks have grown to blanket the corners of most urban areas and with coverage improving
in more rural ones.
These factors make freelancing and working remotely very accessible to the average person
(Muhammed, 2018). All the modern day freelancer needs is a computing device capable of
completing the work they do (a laptop or computer for some, a tablet or smartphone for others) and
a decent internet connection.

The internet has done more than just enable freelancers to work remotely, it has empowered
freelancers to find new customers and develop new business. Several large companies have
emerged in this area, including Upwork.com, Freelancer.com, Fiverr.com and Guru.com. They make
the whole business of finding new customers easy and connect freelancers with customers in an
online marketplace. Many have progressed past simply connecting freelancers with customers and
offer additional services.
We will now consider a few of these companies and the services they offer. There are far too many
platforms to look into, so for the purposes of this document we consider only a few (Upwork, Fiverr,
Freelancer, No Sweat, Freelance Cape Town, Nomad Now, GetTod and Domestly).
Other platforms to take a look at include:
www.Guru.com
www.linkdpro.com
www.skyword.com
www.99designs.com
www.PeoplePerHour.com
www.toptal.com
Upwork Analysis
Upwork is in the top 3 freelancer marketplaces globally. It was created through the merging of
Elance and oDesk and aims to connect freelancers to businesses and individuals looking for help with
a variety of tasks, Upwork offers freelancers with more than 5000 skills across 70 categories.
The Upwork platform allows businesses (large or small) to handle the entire freelancing process on
the platform including: the identification of a suitable freelancer, the contact between potential
freelancer and potential client, the clients’ management and oversight of the project and the
payment of compensation.
The platform has over 12 million registered freelancers and more than 5 million registered clients
posting about 3 million jobs annually totalling $1 billion worth of work (Martin, 2017).

Freelancers create a profile on the platform much like one would on Facebook or LinkedIn. This is
the approach most freelancing marketplaces take.

The profile would include a picture and some information about the freelancers, the skills and/or
qualifications they have and the average rate they charge. Freelancers can also upload a portfolio of
their work, so potential clients can inspect the quality of work before offering a gig.
As a Freelancer uses the platform and completes work for their clients, clients can leave reviews
which serve as another way for potential clients to evaluate the freelancer and his suitability for a
gig.
There are two types of payment on the platform: Fixed price contracts and hourly rates.
With fixed price contracts, clients make a deposit in an escrow account. The money is released to the
freelancer once the job is completed or on the achievement of specific milestones in the project –
whichever of the two has been chose by the two parties.
With hourly jobs, clients are billed every Monday for the freelancers previous week’s hours based on
the freelancers’ work diary that records number of hours put in a job with work-in-progress
snapshots.
In both these scenarios the client sets the milestones for payment and has to approve work done to
ensure payment can go ahead. This can and still does lead to situations where a conflict between
freelancer and the business/person offering the gig results in partial or non-payment.
All work done using the Upwork Desktop App can be tracked as proof of work in progress or work
completed and both clients and freelancers have access to a complaints process should there be a
payment or quality grievance. Both freelancers and potential clients have a rating attached to their
profile so there is an incentive to treat each other well, although this does not always happen.
The rating system, together with the other metrics attached to a potential clients profile are
supposed to help the freelancer decide whether an offer is legitimate and worth their time.
Both potential clients and freelancers can search the platform for each other. When browsing
freelancing opportunities, the freelancer can see a number of details for each opportunity such as
when the gig was posted, approximately how long the project would take, the amount of time they
would have to spend each week, the rating of the potential client out of 5 stars, whether or not the
clients payment methods have been verified, whether the gig is per hour or a fixed contract and the
difficult level of a gig (e.g. Intermediate, Expert etc.), the total amount of jobs posted by the
potential client and the total amount of money spent on gigs posted on Upwork among other stats.

A typical job listing by a potential client

A typical job listed that has been clicked on to provide more information

After finding a gig, the freelancer will submit a proposal detailing all he or she would do and why the
client should ultimately go with him/her. If a client accepts a proposal, the freelancer can begin.
Freelancers pay a services fee for getting work through the platform, the fee is on a sliding scale of
between 20% to 5%, based on the freelancer’s lifetime billings with a specific client. You pay 20% for
the first $500 billed with the client across all contracts, once the total value paid out by a client
exceeds $500.01, there is a 10% fee. When total billings with the client exceed $10,000, a 5% fee is
charged.
This means that the more business you do with a client the less you pay in fees if you managed to
solicit sufficient business.
Upwork goes a step further and offers the Upwork Pro services. Here freelancers take a variety of
tests, assessments and interviews that is supposed to result in a group of well-trained, pre-vetted
and hand-picked freelancing professionals.
The freelancer then becomes eligible to access exclusive gigs only available to pro freelancers who
have under gone this process. When a potential gig gets submitted by a client using Upwork pro, an
Account Manager will determine the scope of the job that needs to be done and shortlist Pro
Freelancers for the client to sift through.
Most freelancing websites work more or less in the exact same way, with some changes in their
business model and how they generate income (fee structure).
Other major large scale platforms that work in a very similar way are:
1) Fiverr.com, which opened in 2010 and boasts that 11 million businesses enter into a project
with freelancers every 5 seconds on its platform with 25 million projects already completed.
(Fiverr, 2019). The biggest difference being that on Fiverr freelancers post a gig they are
capable of doing and provide a least 3 packages at 3 different standard prices. Businesses
then search for services (a gig) that match the project they want to do and purchase one of
the freelancer’s standard packages. This goes against the norm in online freelance platforms
where freelancers normally search for potential clients whereas with Fiverr it’s the other
way around.

Screenshot showing the gigs posted by freelancers brought up by the search for logo design services by a business.

Screenshot showing a gig posted by a freelancer and the different standard packages and pricing offered by the freelancer.

If businesses can’t find a gig that matches the type of project they want to undertake, the
business can send a “buyer request” out to all freelancers in a category with specifics
detailing what needs to be done, potential freelancers can then make an offer to take on
the project.

Screenshot showing specific buyer requests send out to freelancers in the video and animation category.

2) and Freelancer.com which opened in 2009 and boasts just under 32 million employers and
freelancers globally from over 247 countries, regions and territories with the only difference
being that Freelancer.com using a competitive bid system allowing freelancer to bid against
each other to take on a project (Freelancer.com, 2019).

Screenshot showing available gigs/projects posted by businesses, red arrow showing the button freelancers can use to bid on a gig.

A gig that has been expanded showing the bid page, here the freelancer can see all relevant information needed to make a bid.

Screenshot showing the bid last step of the bid process.

Many freelancers use more than one platform to try to ensure a steady and constant flow of work
they can rely on. It is important to keep in mind that while using a few platforms increases your
chance of finding work it also increases admin work involved in managing multiple profiles.

South African Freelancing Platforms
While South Africans can use any of the international platforms available to everyone, there are also
a number of local platforms, some with a broad focus and some with a more narrow focus.
We will briefly look at a few of these.
No Sweat Freelancers
No Sweat freelancers currently has over 8 000 freelancers in over 19 categories with a focus on
Marketing and Media Advertising, Film, IT and Software Development (No Sweat, 2019). No Sweat is
interesting on the financial side of things as they don’t charge freelancers anything to offer their
services and will take care of PAYE tax for you so the freelancer will get paid their project fee less
PAYE tax. The client is charged 13.1% of the total cost of a project as a fee for accessing freelancers
through the No Sweat platform.
No Sweat suggests building a robust profile to attract clients. They suggest connecting your LinkedIn
profile to your No Sweat profile and linking a portfolio website where you can showcase your work.
As with other freelancing websites, No Sweat will also allow potential clients to see any work you’ve
done on the platform.
No Sweat will also help you set up a professional No Sweat profile if you can’t do it yourself and will
review any portfolio website you may have
suggesting edits. They also offer some
services to help a freelancer improve their
chances: they will assess your LinkedIn profile
and suggest improvements for R399, they will
help you record a video interview for R499
and they’ll edit the video interview for you
for R299.
Potential clients essentially post a job or
project on the platform, No Sweat can notify
you of a relevant job posting by email
notification, posts on social media channels
and the jobs board section of the website
where jobs can be browsed.
When a freelancer sees a job they like, they
can apply via the web site. The application
would include the scope of what can be
done, pricing, qualification and any other
information that would be prudent to supply.
The client will look through all the
applications, evaluate the profiles and the
work of the freelancers on offer and choose a freelancer based on their needs. Once a freelancer is
chosen, No Sweat will send a purchase order
An example of a freelancing gig post on Facebook by No Sweat.
with all the info to the freelancer who has 48
hours to accept it.
During the duration of the project, the freelancer will need to keep a timesheet to record the hours
spent on the project, which No Sweat takes steps to verify. Once the project is completed, No Sweat

will invoice the client, collects payment and passes the payment along to the freelancer minus PAYE.
If there is a dispute around payment, No Sweat will act as an arbitrator to resolve the issue.
No sweat also offers a service where clients on the platform can post permanent positions for
freelancers on the platform to apply for. Should a freelancer get the permanent job, the client pays
10% of the freelancer’s annual salary as a finder fee over a 12 month period.
Freelance Cape Town
Freelance Cape Town is a relatively newcomer and has a localised focus on the greater Cape Town
region. It boasts about 380 local freelancers residing in the greater Cape Town area.
Freelance Cape Town has an interesting business model, potential clients looking for a freelancer
simply have to register for free and they can access the platform to find freelancers for their
projects. A freelancer or small business looking to join the platform and offer their services to
potential clients will have to pay either an annual or bi-annual membership: R999 for 12 month
access to their platform or R599 for 6 month access. Membership allows the freelancer to be added
to the Freelance directory.
Freelancer Cape Town follows the norm in the freelance market place industry allowing freelancers
to set up a profile where one can describe themselves, their qualifications and work experience.
They can upload examples of work they have done to form a portfolio and they can link to
professional websites like Linkedin.
Potential clients will simply
browse all freelancers in the
category of services they’re
looking for, identify
potential freelancers and
can contact them directly
with the contact information
provided. This is where
Freelance Cape Town differs
the most, it only facilitates
the connection between the
freelancer and the potential
client and once this takes
place has nothing to do with
the rest of the transaction,
payment or tax collection.
Screenshot showing a typical freelancer profile on Freelance Cape Town

Screenshot showing multiple freelancer profiles in Freelance Cape Town’s directory

Nomad Now
Nomad Now is an independent company founded in 2016 and is powered by Paton Personnel’s
networks. Paton Personnel has been in the business of recruitment for over 20 years making them a
great partner to assist Nomad Now in finding professional freelancers to serve clients on their
platform.
In early 2018 the platform boasted over 500 freelancers just two weeks after it’s official launch and
this number is likely higher now (Ferreira, 2018).
Much like other freelancing platforms Nomad Now allows both the Client and the Freelancer to set
up profiles with freelancer profiles including the ability to upload a portfolio of work, link to their
LinkedIn accounts and requires the freelancer to post their availability for work in an “availability
calendar”. Potential clients will engage in a search for specific skills or services they need and the
corresponding Freelancers profiles will appear. Once the client decides on a freelancer, they can
place an order for services
Nomad Now also invoices on behalf on the freelancer and collects payment in line with the payment
intervals agreed on (hourly, weekly monthly etc.). Payment terms for clients contracting the services
of freelancers are a maximum of 30 days for monthly Freelancers and 7 days for weekly or hourly
paid Freelancers with actual transfer of funds taking place on the first Wednesday after this payment
period has passed if there have been no disputes surrounding work delivered. Nomad Now charges
the potential client 4% plus VAT over and above the agreed cost of services and the Freelancer will
get their agreed upon cost of services provided less 4% plus VAT for use of the Nomad Now platform
(Ferreira, 2018).
Like some other freelancing marketplaces, Nomad Now can also arrange for permanent placement
of a freelancer in a company as an employee and charges 5% of the total cost-to-company
remuneration plus VAT.
The diagram bellow describes how the process of signing up and using the Nomad Now platforms
works for client and freelance.

GetTod
GetTod is a specialised freelancer app that focuses specifically on matching Plumbers, Electricians,
Handymen and Locksmiths with people looking for their services so you have to be qualified in one
of these categories to freelance on the app.
GetTod is free to download mobile app on Android and iOS
that allows users to connect with service providers to meet
their particular needs using location based tracking and
supplier availability in real time. It offers 24/7 access to listed
services in an Uber-like fashion
GetTod boasts over 250 registered tradespeople and a
partnership with Builders Warehouse where customers can
use the app to access services.
Get Tod engages in a vetting process to ensure all their
freelancer professionals are indeed qualified. Freelancers set
up a profile with a description of themselves and their
businesses along with their customer rating. Potential clients
will go the relevant services they require and browse through
available service providers. They can then describe their
problem and request a visit to their property where the
services are needed. If a service provider accepts the job they
will make their way to the property to carry out work.
All work is insured and GetTod uses standardised per hour
pricing for labour across all freelancing tradespeople and
small businesses, see diagram bellow. Parts and materials are
charged separately and their price does not form part of the income upon which GetTod charges its
fee.

GetTod handles receives payment from the
customer and takes 20% of the hourly rate
(excluding the cost of materials), depositing
the remainder in the service providers account
after a 5 day cooling off period. The cooling off
period is to ensure customers are happy with
the quality of the work that has been conduct.

Domestly
Domestly is a freelancing platform with a specific focus on connecting domestic workers with
potential clients operating in the greater Western Cape, Johannesburg, Pretoria and KwaZulu Natal.
Domestic workers seeking to use the platform need to apply. Domestly vets all their freelancers with
criminal record checks and reference checks. Once these have been passed the freelancing domestic
worker undergoes hospitality training to ensure they provide a high level of customer services and
gets provided with modestly banded overalls.

Screenshot from the Domestly app showing the greeting screen, location selection screen and scheduling screen.

Each domestic worker gets a profile just like other freelancing platforms. The profile includes a star
rating that is completed each time the domestic worker does a job. A customer would sign up for the
platform, input their location and then browse freelancer profiles to find a domestic worker whose
services they want to use.
On selecting a worker they complete a weekly schedule for when they would like their house to be
serviced. The platform allows the client to skip a booking up to 24h before the start time after which
the schedule will resume as per normal the following week.

Screenshots from the Domestly app showing the profile of a freelancer, the payment screen and the booking confirmation
screen.

Domestly allows to types of bookings a half day booking which can be either 8AM-12PM or 1PM5PM or a full day booking which would be from 8AM-4PM.
After selecting a schedule the customer can leave additional instructions on their cleaning
preferences and can prioritize cleaning tasks to ensure they are completed in the preferred order.
Domestly aims to offer a standardised service and therefore has standardised per hour pricing
although they vary depending on the region where the client is base. For example in Milnerton a half
day will be R195 or R289 for a full day. This means that freelancers can’t set their own pricing for
their services. Domestly debits the customer’s account on a weekly basis for work schedule in the
week ahead. Domestly take a 20% cut from the per hour earnings of freelancers on the platform
with the remainder paid out.
Conclusion
There is much evidence to believe that we are witnessing a freelancing explosion as people look for
flexible forms of work and ways of supplementing their main source of income.
South Africa has long had a vibrant freelancing industry specifically in the media and
communications industry. Although South African online freelancing platforms are still mostly in
their infancy, they have shown decent growth and many South African freelancers make use of both
local and international platforms to increase their chance of securing work and to improve the
diversity of work coming their way.
Freelancing is definitely on the increase, as mentioned earlier, the majority of the US workforce will
are expected to be freelancers by 2027. This trend will surely disseminate globally as internet and
technological penetration improves.
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